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Metodology:

✓ 2 waves of 1,120 respectively 968 respondents

✓ Samples representative for the population aged 18-65, 

living in the urban environment

✓ Data was collected online, on 1st of July and 2nd of October

✓ A research of 5,048 respondents in 16 countries

✓ Data collected online on 14th-17th of October



Let the Battle Begin!

0 0



Attitudes Towards AI

1 1



AI will greatly boost productivity

AI will mainly benefit those who are already wealthy

AI will replace most of the current jobs

The use of AI will decrease human intelligence levels

AI will surpass human intelligence in the near future

AI will destroy the humankind

AI will eventually become conscious

A mix of positive and negative attitudes towards AI...



...but visible improvement in some attitudes in just 3 months



Fear of AI is even lower in most of the other European countries



Feelings Towards AI

1 2



Fear-Enthusiasm ratio 
has been reversed 
from July to October



Chat GPT penetration 
improves  the 
sentiment towards AI



2 2

Impact on Jobs



Swift adoption of AI by the companies...

Uses ChatGPT 
account paid for 
by the company

7%



...is going to put huge pressure on the existing  jobs



Fear of losing jobs across Europe is quite high



Chat GPT Usage

2 3



+54%

13 percentage points 
or 54% increase in 
Chat GPT usage in just 
3 months



The AI Native Generation has been already born



ChatGPT usage is growing both extensively and intensively



Curiosity is still an important 
driver, but is losing momentum.

Rather light usage but...



..as the curiosity fades 
away as a reason to 
use Chat GPT, new 
practical ways of 
improving productivity 
are discovered



3 4

How does an AI laugh?

"01001000 01000001 01001000 01000001!" 
(HAHA in binary code)

Sense of Humor



Final Score

3 4



And They Lived Happily Ever After!



Wait, what?

Nobody knows the AI future, but we promise to keep a close eye on its evolution!



Thank You for Being AI!

I mean... Attentive and Interested ☺
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